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Abstract We present a novel approach to synthesize good schedules for a class
of scheduling problems that is slightly more general than the scheduling prob-
lem FJm, a|gpr, rj, dj |early/tardy. The idea is to prime the schedule synthesizer
with stochastic information more meaningful than performance factors with the
objective to minimize the expected cost caused by storage or delay. The priming
information is obtained by stochastic simulation of the system environment. The
generated schedules are assessed again by simulation. The approach is demon-
strated by means of a non-trivial scheduling problem from lacquer production. The
experimental results show that our approach achieves in all considered scenarios
better results than the extended processing times approach.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we deal with a scheduling problem where the resources are prone to
failures. The stochastic nature of machine breakdowns makes the problem hard to
tackle and, in practice, they cannot only cause delays that were not anticipated, but
can devaluate the whole schedule. Looking at the current literature on scheduling
(see e. g., [25] for an overview) one observes that stochastic effects are hardly taken
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into account. Only for simple models (mainly single machine models) methods
exists to deal explicitely with stochastic influences on the data. A common way to
get rid of the uncertainty is to abstract to expected values and to incorporate slack
or margins into the data.
A possible realization of this approach for stochastic machine breakdowns is to
define so called performance factors, which describe the ratio p = uptime/(uptime+
downtime) of a resource. The approach to account for failures then extends the
processing times of tasks by a factor of 1/p. These extended processing times
(EPT) are then used to generate deterministic schedules.
This approach has a justification, if acceptable production load on the long term
has to be investigated.A different, relevant question is, however, how this approach
works if orders have to be finished at a certain due date. It is possible to generate
schedules with extended processing times, which do meet the due date, but the
question is to what extent these schedules hold up in a realistic environment,where
resources do fail.
We will investigate this problem by means of a case study that was proposed in
the context of the meanwhile finished IST project AMETIST (AdvancedMethods
for Timed Systems) [3]. The case study was suggested by the industrial partner
Axxom, a company that provides planning and logistics solutions. This case study
is about schedule generation for lacquer production. Lacquers are produced ac-
cording to certain recipes, which are sub-divided into tasks. The execution of tasks
requires resources, which are prone to failures. The failure behaviour is described
by performance factors. Three types of recipes are considered: metal, uni, and
bronce. Each order is specified by a lacquer type and a due date. In the framework
of the case study, a fixed set of 29 orders is used.We use this case study as a vehicle
to demonstrate our approach.
In a previous paper [10], we have investigated schedules in the lacquer pro-
duction framework with respect to feasibility, i. e., whether orders are finished be-
fore their due dates. The schedules are synthesized using the model checker UP-
PAAL [26], both for net and extended processing times. In a real production setting
with stochastic elements, deterministic schedules can not be followed completely,
in general. Therefore, we focus on the starting times of orders, and regard them as
the most relevant element of a schedule. We assess the schedules by simulation,
making reasonable assumptions about the failure behaviour of resources.We create
a simulation model of the lacquer production plant using the modelling language
MODEST [12], and simulate the 29 orders according to the generated schedule
with the simulator of the performance tool M O¨BIUS [16,18,11]. The quintessence
of this study is that schedules generated with extended processing time have more
chance to miss the due date than schedules based on net processing times. This can
be explained by observing that in the EPT approach time is reserved for machine
failure, even in the case the machine is up. If the machine goes down later, not
enough time is left to repair it and finish in time.
The original question of the case study as proposed by Axxom, however, was
not focussing on feasibility, but on schedules that minimize an objective function.
Following these lines we include costs for each order missing its due date. There
are two types of cost: storage costs, which are incurred when an order is finished
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before the due date, and delay costs, which are incurred if an order is finished after
the due date. We consider again the scenario of 29 orders as described before, with
the difference that every order has not only a due date, but also a storage cost factor
and a delay cost factor attached. As before, resources are prone to failure.
Our research question here is how to synthesize schedules that minimize costs
in a setting where resources can fail. More precisely, we suggest a new approach
and evaluate it against the EPT appraoch. Technically, we synthesize different sets
of schedules, for one part following the EPT approach, for the other part following
our suggested method, and assess all by stochastic simulation.
The first set of schedules we generate is based on net and EPT processing
times, respectively. The tool we use is the model-checker UPPAAL CORA, a ver-
sion of UPPAAL which allows to attach costs to states of the considered model
and which allows to find schedules that minimize the costs. The principles of this
approach have been described in several publications [8,5,6].
The second set of schedules is generated according to our new approach. We
proceed in two steps: first, for each individual order we determine a quantity which
we call the optimal starting time (OST). Second, we synthesize schedules where
the effective starting times of orders are as close as possible to their respective
OSTs.
OSTs are determined in a way that starting an order at its OST minimizes the
expected cost. Note that the OSTs are not chosen such that the mean completion
time of an order is its due date, which constitutes the main difference to the EPT
approach. We derive the OSTs by simulating the different recipes and determine
the run-time distribution for each order type. UPPAAL CORA is used to generate
schedules with effective starting times of orders as close as possible to the re-
spective OSTs. Due to resource conflicts orders might not be able to start at their
precomputed OSTs. The synthesized schedule contains information about start-
ing times of all tasks and orders, but we regard the release times of orders in the
production process as the only relevant information.
As in [10], we assess the quality of the schedules by simulation, making rea-
sonable, more detailed assumptions about the failure behaviour of the resources.
Our measure of interest, for the EPT- as well as for the OST-based schedules, is
the mean total cost that is incurred by executing all 29 orders according to the
schedule.
Our experiments show that the OST based schedules indeed effectuate less
expected costs than the EPT based schedules. Schedules based on net processing
times give highest costs. Additionally, it turns out that our approach is also robust
against erroneous assumptions on the failure distribution: even if the failure dis-
tribution as basis for the OSTs differs from the failure distribution chosen in the
simulation, the cost is not higher than for the EPT approach, and in most cases
significantly better. Apart from the result that our suggested approach works, the
experiments also show that there is room for more fine-tuning of the OSTs, which
gives rise to future research.
While we demonstrate our approach on this particular example, it is worth to
highlight, that it generalizes to a whole range of settings. Furthermore, the tools
we use, UPPAAL CORA and MO¨BIUS could, in principle, be substituted by other
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tools. For us, the flexibility in modelling different settings, and the capability to
deal with our questions, made them comfortable to use.
Organisation of the paper: The lacquer-production case study we use to
demonstrate our approach is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we present
the tools to generate and simulate schedules. In Section 4 we explain our OST
approach in detail. Experiments and their results are collected in Section 5. We
conclude with Section 6.
2 Lacquer Production Case
The purpose of this section is to present the necessary details of the lacqer-produc-
tion case study, which has a non-trivial scheduling problem with several complex
aspects. Research on this case-study has led to several publications [10,24,5,6].
We start with a short description of the case and continue with its classification
following the standard scheme for machine scheduling problems [19].
There are three recipes for different types of lacquer: metallic, bronce and uni
lacquers. Each recipe describes the processing steps, their durations, their interde-
pendency, precedence relations with timing constraints, and finally, the resources
to use. A recipe is composed of tasks. Each task describes which resource it re-
quires, and for how long that resource is needed. The latter time value is called
the processing time of the task. Figure 1 contains a graphical representation of the
three considered recipes. The rectangular objects represent the tasks. The patterns
indicate the resource type needed to execute the task, and the numbers the process-
ing time in minutes. The tasks related to mixing vessels are implicit, since they do
not have prespecified processing times but last as long as the parallel tasks are per-
formed. Vertical lines denote dependencies between the tasks (top to bottom), and
horizontal lines represent synchronisation. In the case no numbers are given next
to the vertical lines, the dependencies express ordinary precedence constraints be-
tween the tasks, indicating that the later task may only start its processing after the
former task has finished. If an interval [a, b] is given next to the vertical line, this
indicates that the later task has to start later than the preceding task by an amount
in range between a and b.
An order of a certain type of lacquer is specified by the type of lacquer to be
produced and the earliest possible starting time and the due date until which it
has to be finished. An order that is finished before the due date will cause storage
costs, finishing after the due date causes delay costs. Axxom assumes that costs are
incurred linearly with time, i. e., the storage cost and delay cost can be described
by a piecewise linear function with two parameters scf and dcf : the storage cost
factor and the delay cost factor.As a result, the costs c(d, t) of finishing a job with
due date d at time t is given by
c(d, t) =
{
scf(d− t) if t ≤ d
dcf(t− d) if t > d.
Figure 2 contains a schematic representation of the cost function with respect to
the due date. An order finished precisely at the due date will cause zero costs.
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metallic bronce uni
mixing vessel metal
dose spinner
laboratory
lling station
bronce mixer
dose spinner bronce
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Fig. 1 Lacquer recipes indicating the resources needed, durations of processing steps and
precedence relations with timing constraints
due date
time
cost
Fig. 2 Cost function for product finish time
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order type due scf dcf
1 metal 27444 8 429
2 metal 33348 8 390
3 metal 33636 11 574
4 metal 36372 8 425
5 metal 37092 10 496
6 metal 40500 11 584
7 metal 41699 15 779
8 metal 47172 10 531
9 metal 56964 10 492
10 metal 57252 14 708
11 metal 57539 14 691
12 metal 62148 7 368
13 metal 67764 6 283
14 metal 67980 7 354
15 metal 71868 4 213
order type due scf dcf
16 bronce 43500 17 9
17 bronce 50580 15 744
18 bronce 60660 10 531
19 bronce 61859 13 673
20 bronce 65100 8 4
21 uni 30459 3 177
22 uni 41628 3 2
23 uni 43764 7 354
24 uni 44004 6 283
25 uni 50580 10 531
26 uni 60588 7 4
27 uni 61788 10 5
28 uni 77124 8 390
29 uni 85764 8 425
Table 1 The parameters for the 29 considered orders
In the case study, a fixed set of 29 orders is given, each described by a lacquer
type, a due date, and respective scf and dcf . In Table 1, we summarize the parame-
ters for the different orders. Note that for most orders, scf < dcf , and the relation
dcf /scf is in the order of 30 to 60. This observation will become important in
Section 4. However, for some few orders, scf > dcf holds.
As can be seen in Figure 1, there are nine different types of resources. Re-
sources are subject to failure, and the failure behaviour of resource type r is de-
scribed by a performance factor pr. Intuitively, the performance factor is the ratio
of uptime/(uptime + downtime), where uptime and downtime are the up- and
downtime of the resource. The values uptime and downtimemust actually be con-
sidered as random variables, since the failure of a resource is a stochastic phe-
nomenon. However, no information was available about the mean durations of up-
and downtime, or even the distributions.
To get a clear understanding of the problem, we classify the lacquer production
scenario in the project scheduling terminology (see e. g., [19]). The considered
problem is a slight generalization of the problem FJm, a|gpr, r j, dj |early/tardy.
Here
– ’α = FJm, a’ specifies the resource characteristics as a flexible job-shop
problem, where
– each order has to follow its own route,
– a fixed number of m resource types are given with a given number of in-
stances per type. In the concrete case 9 resource types with the following
instances per resource types are given:
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pr 0.85 0.75 1.0
r
Dose Spinner
Laboratory
Filling Station
Bronce Mixer
Dose Spinner Bronce
Disperging Line
Disperser
Mixing Vessel Uni
Mixing Vessel Metal
Table 2 Performance factors for different resource types
mixing vessel metal 3
mixing vessel uni 2
dose spinner 2
filling line 2
bronce mixer 1
dose spinner bronce 1
disperging line 1
disperser 1
laboratory unlimited
– the availability of the resources is stochastic, caused by machine break-
down, and specified as performance factor per resource type. (In Table 2,
the performance factors for the concrete case are given. Note that we as-
sume mixing vessels to be failure-free.)
– ’β = gpr, rj , dj’ indicates that the task/order characteristics are:
– no preemption of tasks is allowed;
– generalized precedence relations are present;
– deterministic release dates have to be respected;
– deterministic due dates are imposed.
– and ’γ = early/tardy’ expresses that the performance measure is to mini-
mize the weighted earliness–tardiness of the orders, i. e., orders finished before
the due date cause storage costs and orders finished after the due date cause de-
lay cost.
The lacquer production problem is in that sense a bit more general than the
above problem, as the resource environment is not exactly a job-shop. The orders
do not follow a distinct route but at some points the task chain splits or merges
(i. e., the task network of a recipe is not a simple chain but a fork–join extension
of a chain).
3 The tool chain
For our approach to derive and assess schedules we us two tools. Schedules are
synthesized with the model-checking tool UPPAAL CORA [15], an extension of
UPPAAL [26,7,4]. Simulations are executed with the performance evaluation tool
MO¨BIUS [18]. Simulation models are specified in the MODEST language [17,12].
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3.1 UPPAAL and UPPAAL CORA
Automata are a well-known description model for concurrent systems. Timed au-
tomata [1] are an extension of finite-state automata with real time clocks. Clocks
can be reset, used in guards on transitions and in invariants on locations.
UPPAAL is an integrated tool environment for modeling, validation and model
checking of real-time systems modelled as networks of timed automata, extended
with data types (bounded integers, arrays, etc.). The tool was developed in collab-
oration between the Department of Information Technology at Uppsala University,
Sweden and the Department of Computer Science at Aalborg University in Den-
mark.
Model checking [14,22] is an advanced method to formally verify concurrent
finite-state systems. Specifications about the system are expressed as temporal
logic formulas, and efficient symbolic algorithms are used to traverse the model
defined by the system and check if the specification holds or not. Extremely large
state-spaces can often be traversed within minutes.
UPPAAL CORA [15] is a branch of UPPAAL for Cost Optimal Reachability
Analysis. Whereas UPPAAL supports model checking of timed automata, UPPAAL
CORA uses an extension of timed automata called linear priced timed automata
(LPTA) [9,2]. LPTA allows to annotate the model with the notion of cost. Costs
can be defined for delay while staying in a location, or costs for a particular action.
UPPAAL CORA then finds optimal paths matching goal conditions.
Scheduling synthesis by model checking works along the following lines: As-
sume we have a model of the uncontrolled production process. The model checker
searches for a state with the property all orders are finished. Once it has found
such a state the model checker can provide a diagnostic trace, i. e., a trace from
the initial state to the state with the desired property. This trace contains all the
infomation on start and finish (times) of production steps, as well as information
about resources, and, in the context of scheduling, represents a valid schedule.
This technique can also be applied to linear priced timed automata. Here, the
model checker searches for the cheapest state having the desired property. Having
found such a state, the diagnostic trace then provides a cost-optimal schedule. In
practice we have to deal with very large state spaces and we can not expect to
find a cheapest state, resp. an optimal schedule. However, it was shown that this
technique, extended by suitable heuristics, allows to find good schedules in very
short time [5,6].
What makes the timed automaton environment attractive for solving schedul-
ing problems is the robustness against variations in the parameter setting. By this
we mean that timed automata are a general description language and allow for an
enormous variation in problem descriptions: it is easy to change, add, or remove
model parameters without changing the search mechanism. On the other hand,
this advantage comes for the price of state-space explosion, which, however, can
be handled by suitable heuristics.
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3.2 MODEST and MO¨BIUS
MODEST is a formal language to describe stochastic timed systems [17,12], equip-
ped with a rigid formal semantics. The functional core of MODEST can be consid-
ered as a simple process algebra enriched with some convenient language con-
structs. The syntax resembles that of the programming language C and the model-
ing language Promela [21]. Data modularization concepts and exception handling
mechanisms have been adopted from modern object-oriented programming lan-
guages such as Java. Process algebraic constructs have been strongly influenced
by FSP (Finite State Processes [23]), a simple, elegant calculus that is aimed at
educational purposes.
This core language is enriched with several modeling concepts tailored to
model timed and stochastic systems. We highlight three particular semantic con-
cepts which are well-established in the context of real-time and stochastic discrete
event systems:
– Probabilistic branching is a way to include quantitative information about the
likelihood of choice alternatives.
– Clocks are a means to represent real time and to specify the dynamics of a
model in relation to a certain time or time interval, represented by a specific
value of a clock.
– Random variables are often used to give quantitative information about the
likelihood of a certain event to happen after or within a certain time interval.
The MODEST language allows one to specify processes, and to compose them in
parallel using a parallel composition operator. Processes can manipulate data vari-
ables by assignments. Data variables are typed and must be declared, and the point
of declaration determines their scope. In particular, they may be local to a process,
or global, in which case they are shared between all processes. A particular type
of variable which can be declared is the clock type. Clocks can be read like an
ordinary float variable, but advance their value linearly to the real-valued simula-
tion time. All clocks run at the same speed. Clocks can only be set to zero. The
language provides generic constructs to sample values from a set of predefined
probability distributions. For instance, ‘xd = Uniform(10, 20)’ assigns a sample
from the uniform distribution on the interval [10, 20] to the variable ‘xd’. Other
types of distributions are, e. g., Exponential(rate) and Normal(mean,var).
Apart from manipulating data, processes can interact with other parallel pro-
cesses (or the environment) bymeans of actions. Their occurrencewithin a process
can be guarded by a ‘when’ clause, specifying an enabledness condition. In partic-
ular, the boolean expression in a ‘when’ clause may refer to clock values. In that
case, an action may be enabled as soon as the when condition becomes true (and
no other action becomes enabled earlier). We assume a maximal progress seman-
tics, which means that an actions is taken as soon as it is enabled, i. e., idling has
lower priority that performing actions.
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MO¨BIUS is a performance evaluation tool environment1. MO¨BIUS supports
multiple input formalisms and several evaluation approaches for these models.
Atomic models are specified in one of the available input formalisms. Atomic
models can be composed by means of state-variable sharing, yielding so-called
composed models. Notably, atomic models specified in different formalisms can
be composed in this way. This allows to specify different aspects of a system under
evaluation in the most suitable formalism. Along with an atomic or composed
model, the user specifies a reward model, which defines a reward structure on the
overall model. Note that rewards are the vehicle to define the costs for our case
study.
On top of a reward model, the tool provides support to define experiment se-
ries, called Studies, in which the user defines the set of input parameters for which
the composed model should be evaluated. Each combination of input parameters
defines a so-called experiment. Before analyzing the model experiments, a solution
method has to be selected: MO¨BIUS offers a powerful (distributed) discrete-event
simulator, and, for Markovian models, explicit state-space generators and numeri-
cal solution algorithms. It is possible to analyze transient and steady-state reward
models. The solver solves each experiment as specified in the Study. Results can
be administered by means of a database.
MOTOR. In order to facilitate the analysis of MODEST models, we have devel-
oped the prototype tool MOTOR [13]. The philosophy behind MOTOR is to con-
nect MODEST to existing tools, rather than re-implementing existing analysis algo-
rithms anew. This requires a well-designed interfacing structure of MOTOR, which
is described in [13].
The integration of MODEST into MO¨BIUS is done by means of MOTOR. From
a user-perspective, the MO¨BIUS atomic model interface to design MODEST specifi-
cations is an ordinary text editor. Due to the possibility to specify non-Markov and
non-homogeneous stochastic processes, only simulation is currently supported as
a suitable evaluation approach for MODEST models within M O¨BIUS. While it is in
principle possible to identify sublanguages of MODEST corresponding to Markov
chain models, this has not been implemented in MOTOR yet.
4 The Approach
In this section we present the technical aspects of the OST approach in more detail.
In Section 4.1, we motivate why to use OSTs to steer the schedule synthesis with
UPPAAL CORA, and how to derive the OSTs. In Section 4.2, we describe our ap-
proach to derive completion-time distributions for recipes, in order to derive OSTs.
In subsection 4.3 we describe the timed automata models that form the basis for
schedule synthesis with UPPAAL CORA.
1 The Mo¨bius software was developed byW.H. Sanders and the Performability Engineer-
ing Research Group (PERFORM) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. See
http://www.mobius.uiuc.edu/.
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4.1 Optimal Starting Times
The state-of-the art approach to solve scheduling problems in the presence of fail-
ures is extending processing times according to performance factors, which de-
scribe the failure behaviour of resources. The problem with this approach is that
schedules based on this principle are actually not only scheduling resources, but,
implicitly, also downtimes of resources. This is an adequate approach only in spe-
cial cases, in particular, if the time to failure of resources and the respective repair
times are likey to be short with low variance, compared to the length of processing
times of tasks.
In our OST approach, we tackle the problem on a different level: instead of
considering the processing times of individual tasks, we consider complete recipes.
Due to the failure of resources, the run-time of an order is not of fixed length,
but is rather of stochastic nature, which can ideally be described by a distribution
function. The stochastic nature of resource failures makes it impossible to find a
schedule that will always finish the order precisely at the due date. With some
probability, the order is finished too early (in case that time has been reserved for
the order, anticipating failure which did not occur), or too late (in case that the
repair of resources took longer than anticipated). In both cases, costs are incurred.
The case where an order will indeed finish in exactly the amount of time it was
planned will be rare.
This observation indicates that it is fruitless to try and make every order cost-
neutral. However, assuming the existence of a distribution function describing the
run-time of an order makes it possible to reason about the expected costs incurred
by an order. Our approach is based on the goal to minimize the expected costs
incurred by all orders. In the following, we will describe this approach in detail.
In a first step, we assume that we have given a distribution functionG(t) with
density g(t) describing the processing time T of an order. We want to find an
optimal offset dopt, by which the order should start before its due date to minimize
the mean cost incurrent by the order. For a cost function c(d, t) given by the values
dcf and scf , the mean costs for an offset d¯ is given by the integral∫ ∞
0
c(d¯, t) · g(t)dt.
Thus, to calculate dopt, we have to look for the zeros of
d
dx
∫ ∞
0
c(x, t) · g(t)dt
=
d
dx
(∫ x
0
scf(x− t) · g(t)dt +
∫ ∞
x
dcf(t− x) · g(t)dt
)
.
In fact, we can derive the following property to characterize d opt:
G(dopt)
1−G(dopt) =
dcf
scf
. (1)
In the case that G(t) is strictly increasing, dopt is unique.
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It is straightforward to derive dopt from G(t), especially if G(t) is described
by an discrete approximation. In the next section we show how we derive such an
discrete approximation by means of simulation.
4.2 Estimating Order Completion-Time Distributions with MODEST and MO¨BIUS
Our principal approach is to derive an estimation of the distributionG(t) by simu-
lation. In a nutshell, we have modelled the recipe for each order type in MODEST,
and simulated the model in MO¨BIUS. To obtain meaningful results, it is however
also necessary to model faithfully the environment in which an order usually runs.
There are two main influences on the execution time of an order: first, the possible
failures of resources, and second, the influence of other orders running in parallel.
As far as the failures of resources go, we modeled the breakdown and repair
behaviour of all resources by means of two distributions, describing the time-to-
failure, and the time-to-repair, respectively. In Section 5 we will describe in detail
which distributions and which parameters for the distributions we have chosen.
To account for the mutual influence of orders running in parallel on the com-
pletion time of the order we are interested in requires to create a reasonable back-
ground load in the simulation model. In essence, we created the following load
model:
Parallelism: The description of the case study limited the number of orders that
can be executed in parallel to five. We thus make sure in the model that actually
five orders are running.
Starting of orders: We start five orders at random times, where the starting times
are drawn according to a uniform distribution over an interval of length 720
minutes (12 hours). The completion time of one of these orders is measured.
Type of orders: The type of the orders (metal, bronce, or uni), are chosen at ran-
dom, except for the one that is measured.
In our experiments that we will describe in Section 5, we have carried out one
million simulation runs, producing a histogram ranging from 0 to 20000 minutes
with a step size of 10 minutes.
4.3 UPPAAL Models
In this section we want to sketch the timed automaton models used for scheduling.
The models used here build on earlier work [5,6].
To represent the uncontrolled production process we have a timed automaton
for each order. More precisely, each of the three recipes is modelled as a timed au-
tomaton with parameters (template), and instantiated these templates with earliest
starting time and due date, which defines the orders.
In an automaton (template) processing steps are represented by locations. We
defined clocks, invariants on clocks, and clock guards to determine the duration of
time spent in a location (production step), and timing constraints between produc-
tion steps. Resources are modelled as global variables, i.e. counters. For resources
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with more complex structure it would also be possible to model these as automata,
but this was not necessary in our case. Availability of a resource at a moment can
therefore be checked by reading the counter associated to this resource.
We identified states which are “too late”, i. e.,where the order is still processed
although the due date has already passed, and assigned delay costs to them. Sim-
ilarly, storage costs are assigned to states, where the order is already finished, but
the due date has not been reached.
In order to reduce the state space it is necessary to add some heuristics. In
earlier work [5,6] we experimented with several heuristics. In the current context,
we used only greediness as strategy and restrict the number of orders that may
be processed at any point in time. Not restricting the number of “active” orders
would lead to more resource conflicts and unefficient backtracking in the search
tree. Moreover, the precise search strategy that we followed is best cost random
depth first, meaning that among all direct successors of the current state having the
same best cost, one successor is selected randomly for further search.
First, we generated two sets of schedules, one based on net processing times,
the other one based on the extended processing times. For both we used the model
with cost annotation as defined in the case description: storage and delay costs
defined for each order individually.
Second, we generated schedules based on the OSTs. Here, we had to follow a
different strategy: the objective was to find schedules with starting time as close
as possible to the OSTs given. Taking simply the OSTs as starting times is not
enough: there are still resource conflicts that have to be solved, and these may
require to start some orders earlier than the OST would suggest. We defined a
metric that reflects as close as possible to the optimal starting time. The intuition
of this metric is that for orders with higher storage than delay costs, starting after
the optimal starting time will be punished less later, and for orders with higher
delay than storage costs, starting earlier will be punished less. Thereforewe simply
shifted the cost definition for the completion time to the optimal starting time. The
costs for the schedules synthesized now indicate how “good” the optimal starting
times are approximated.
5 Experiments
5.1 Assumptions on Failure Behaviour
In order to experiment with our approach to derive cost-optimal starting times (cf.
Section 4.2), we need to make several assumptions on the failure behaviour of the
resources. In this section, we define four different sets of parameters which we use
for our experiments, and describe the reasoning behind our choices.
In the original case description, the failure behaviour of the resources is de-
scribed only by the performance factor pr = uptime/(uptime+downtime) (cf. Sec-
tion 2). The performace factor itself is stochastically quite meaningless, since it
does not give any indication on the durations of up- and downtimes. Thus, we
have to make assumptions on these times. As a first approach to relate up- and
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Scenario uptime downtime pace
E100 Exponential Exponential 100 h
E31 Exponential Exponential 31.6 h
WU100 Weibull Uniform 100 h
WU31 Weibull Uniform 31.6 h
Table 3 The considered failure behaviour of resources
downtimes to durations, we introduce the so called pace parameter, which we de-
fine as pace = E[uptime + downtime]. We then define E[uptime] = prpace and
E[downtime] = (1−pr)pace . The pace, together with the performance factors,
gives information about the failure rate and the mean time between failure. The
higher the pace, the higher the mean time to failure and the higher the mean re-
pair time. For our study, we chose two different values of paces: 100 hours, and
10
√
10 ≈ 31.6 hours.
For the purpose of simulation, it is necessary to describe uptime and downtime
by means of distributions. The natural choice here is the exponential distribution:
it is solely characterised by one parameter, the mean value, and is the only distri-
bution with this property, and is therefore the choice with themaximal entropy (cf.,
e.g., [20]).
In order to see how far the distributions of uptime and downtime influence our
results, we consider a second set of distributions to use in our experiments. The
very common distribution to describe times to failures is the Weibull distribution.
A Weibull distribution is related to the exponential distribution, however, where
the exponential distribution has a constant rate, the Weibull distribution has a vari-
able rate, depending on one of its parameters. We chose deliberately a Weibull
failure distribution where the failure rate of the component increases polynomi-
ally with degree 1.8 over time. This parameter is the only deliberate choice we
make here. The other parameters of the Weibull distribution are determined by the
previous assumptions on the pace and the performance factors. Together with the
Weibull distribution for the time to failure, we choose for the time to repair an uni-
form distribution, which again is determined wholly by the pace and performance
factors.
In comparison, the time to failure is in the exponential case more random than
in the weibull case: the squared coefficient of variation of an exponential distribu-
tion is 1, whereas for the Weibull distribution, as we use it here, the coefficient is
0.33. Therefore, the failure of a resource is more “predictable” than in the expo-
nential case.
In summary, we consider in our study four different scenarios, depending on
the choice of paces and distributions, as shown in Table 3. We name the four sce-
narios E100, E31,WU100, andWU31 throughout the rest of the paper.
5.2 Generation of Optimal Starting Times
As described in Section 4.1, it is necessary to derive the completion time distri-
bution for each recipe. We have done this for the four scenarios described in 5.1
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Fig. 3 Histogram for the cases E100 and WU100 for job type metal
Order Offset OST
1 7810 19634
2 7700 25648
3 7780 25856
4 7800 28572
5 7720 29372
6 7800 32700
7 7770 33929
8 7800 39372
Order Offset OST
9 7710 49254
10 7740 49512
11 7710 49829
12 7790 54358
13 7660 60104
14 7740 60240
15 7800 64068
Table 4 Optimal offsets and starting times for metal orders for E100 in minutes
by means of simulation. In Figure 3 we see the histogram for metal orders in the
case of E100 and WU100. Using Equation (1), it is straightforward to determine
how long before its due date an order should be started. We call this the optimal
offset of the order. We derive thus for each order an optimal offset. Subtracting
these offset from the due date of the respective order yields the optimal starting
time. In Table 4, we give the optimal offset and the OST for the case E100 and
job type metal. The recipe of job type metal in Figure 1 indicates that the minimal
time that ametal order needs to complete is 5037minutes (the length of the critical
path). As we can see in the table, the optimal offsets derived by our approach are
in the range of 7660 to 7810 minutes, i. e., about 2700 minutes (ca. 2 days) earlier.
These 2700 minutes, approximately 35% of the whole time, is thus reserved for
potential breakdowns of resources. In Table 5, we see the offsets and OSTs for
uni orders. The uni recipe in Figure 1 shows that the minimal completion time of
a uni job is about 6580 minutes (about 4.5 days). In Table 5, the optimal offsets
are quite diverse. For orders 21, 23–25, and 28–29, the offsets are in the order of
19000 minutes ( ≈ 13 days)—nearly three times the minimal time. On the other
hand, for orders 22, and 26–27, the optimal offset lies in the area of 8000 minutes,
which is only 20% longer than the minimal time. The reason for that can be found
in Table 1: for orders 22 and 26–27, scf > dcf , which means that, if the due date
is to be missed, it is preferable to be late, rather than early. Apparently, the optimal
offsets for the respective orders are taking this into account.
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Order Offset OST
21 19390 30459
22 8320 41628
23 18920 43764
24 18710 44004
25 19070 50580
Order Offset OST
26 8110 60588
27 7930 61788
28 18810 77124
29 19070 85764
Table 5 Optimal offsets and starting times for uni orders for E100 in minutes
5.3 Generation of schedules
Using UPPAAL CORA, we produced 6 sets of schedules:
– 10 Schedules, using netto processing times. We call this class S.NPT.
– 10 Schedules, using extended processing times. We call this class S.EPT.
– Four classes of schedules with 10 schedules each, taking the optimal starting
times of the four scenarios E100, E31, WU100, and WU31 into account (cf.
Section 5.1). We call these four classes of schedules S.E100, S.E31, S.WU100,
and S.WU31, respectively.
The objective function for the S.NPT and S.EPT schedules was to meet the
due dates as good as possible, causing costs for storage and delay as in the case
description.
For the four classes S.E100, S.E31, S.WU100, and S.WU31, the objective func-
tion for the schedule synthesis was to find schedules that have the starting times
of orders as close as possible to the OSTs and that have resolved the resource
conflicts.
As explained in Section 3.1, the search strategy we use is best cost random
depth first. Experiments show that this search strategy gives the best results: the
state space is too big to be traversed completely. Due to the randomness and the
size of the search space we got schedules of different quality, i. e., with high cost
variations. In order to generate a set of ten schedules we always performed a much
higher number of schedules, depending on the model the number of experiments
is a factor of 3–10 higher. A single experiment, however, takes less than a minute
in most cases, less than 3 minutes in all cases.
The most efficient heuristic used is the limitation of the number of orders that
are processed at each moment. The upper boundwe chose is 5, and was found after
a number of experiments. It is plausible, considering the bottleneck resources:
the dose spinners, that are available twice, but have to be used by every order,
the disperging line, and to some extent also the mixing vessels. Moreover, we
chose a greedy strategy for resource distribution. If several orders are waiting for
a resource, the the one who gets the resource is chosen nondeterministically, i.e.
we do not have a waiting queue model. Heuristics reducing the time windows for
starting orders, were also applied. Much effort went to this fine-tuning, which is
justified by the goal to find schedules as close as possible to the OSTs.
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5.4 Analysis by simulation
As explained in Section 4, our method to assess the quality of deterministic sched-
ules is stochastic simulation. In this section we will present the results of the sim-
ulations.
In this experiment, we simulated seven classes of schedules. The first six classes
are those generated with UPPAAL CORA, as described in the previous section. The
seventh class is a set of four schedules, based on the OST only. Since we take in our
approach only the starting times of orders into account, it is possible to regard the
optimal starting times already as schedule as well: we start each order exactly at its
optimal starting time. Thus, for each of the four schedule classes S.E100, S.E31,
SWU100, and S.WU31 we have one extra schedule, defined by the OSTs for that
class. We call the respective schedule S.OST.E100, S.OST.E31, S.OST.WU100, and
S.OST.WU31.
Our measure of interest is, for each schedule, the mean total cost that accu-
mulates during the execution of all 29 orders. We simulated all schedules of all
considered classes. The mean value is estimated with a relative confidence interval
< 10% and a confidence level of 99%.
The schedules in class S.NPT and S.EPT were simulated for all the scenar-
ios E100, E31, WU100, and WU31. The schedules S.E100, S.E31, SWU100, and
S.WU31 were each only simulated with the corresponding scenario, i. e., S.E100
with E100, etc.
In order to reduce the size of the tables with the results, we do not present
the outcome for all schedules per class, but rather the average (E[·]) and relative
standard deviation (coefficient of variation cv) of the respective outcomes. The
numeric results are summarised in Table 6.
5.5 Interpretation of Simulation Results
5.5.1 Comparison of the S.NPT and S.EPTschedules. The average costs of the
S.NPT schedules range from 8 Mio. to 12 Mio., depending on the chosen scenario.
The relative standard deviation ranges from ca. 12 to 17%. This shows that, even
though all schedules in this class resolve resource conflicts, the way it is done has
an influence on the costs that are incurred.
The average costs of the S.NPT schedules are the highest in the whole table.
This is not surprising, since these schedules do not take the failure of resource into
account at all. Therefore, for each order the probability to overshoot the due date
by a considerable amount of time is very high. The S.NPT numbers show how bad
costs can become.
The average cost of schedules in the S.EPT class range from ca. 2.5 Mio. to 6
Mio., depending on the chosen failure scenario. The relative standard deviation is
between 17% and 38%. The S.EPT schedules are better than the S.NPT schedules.
We explain this by the fact that more time is calculated for the execution of each
task, and thus for each order. The numbers suggest that S.EPT can indeed help
saving considerable costs, compared to the S.NPT schedules.
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Schedule set Measure E100 E31 WU100 WU31
S.NPT E[·] 12.131.001 9.628.586 9.720.134 8.568.726
cv 11.88% 15.51% 14.16% 16.97%
S.EPT E[·] 5.907.007 3.340.511 3.800.883 2.530.444
cv 17.17% 29.28% 26% 37.12%
S.E100 E[·] 1.683.969
cv 1.93%
S.E31 E[·] 855.446
cv 3.76%
S.WU100 E[·] 1.313.474
cv 4.79%
S.WU31 E[·] 785.304
cv 7.47%
S.OST.E100 1.732.719
S.OST.E31 1.445.109
S.OST.WU100 2.209.187
S.OST.WU31 2.165.868
Table 6 Results for total cost for different schedules
The variation in the costs for the S.NPT and S.EPT schedules confirm that there
are good schedules and bad schedules. At this point we are not able to determine
a priori, what schedule is a good one without simulation.
5.5.2 Comparison of the S.EPT and the S.E/S.WU schedules. We consider first
the S.E100 case. Table 6 shows, that the average costs incurred by these sched-
ules is about 1.7 Mio. The relative standard deviation is with 1.93% very low. We
can see, that the average cost of the S.E100 schedules is only 28.5% of the average
cost of the S.EPT schedules for the E100 scenario. Since the variation of the S.EPT
schedules is in the order of 17%, we can assume a best-case schedule which is in-
deed 17% better than the average. On the other hand, we can assume that there is a
S.E100 schedule that is 1.93%worse than the average. Setting best-case and worst-
case schedules in relation, the costs of the worst-case S.E100 schedule would still
be only 35% of the best-case S.EPT schedule.
For the S.E31 schedules, the average costs are about 0.86 Mio., with a relative
standard deviation of 3.8%. This is 25.6% of the costs of the S.EPT schedules
in the E31 scenario. Assuming again best-case/worst-case schedules, the S.E31
schedule would still cost only 38% of the S.EPT schedule.
The S.WU100 schedules reduce the costs to 34.5% of the S.EPT schedules,
and, assuming the best-case/worst-case again, the cost is still reduced to about
49%.
Finally, the S.WU31 cost on average only 31% of the S.EPT schedules, and in
the extreme case, still only 53%.
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These results lead us to the main conclusion of this paper: OST schedules are
in general cheaper than EPT schedules, and thus better.
5.5.3 Comparison of S.E/S.WU and S.OST.E/S.OST.WU schedules. The sched-
ules in the S.E/S.WU classes have been generated with UPPAAL CORA. Since the
optimal starting times can also be seen as schedules themselves, the question arises
whether UPPAAL CORA is needed at all, and if these S.OST.E/S.OST.WU schedules
are not actually sufficient.
The numbers in Table 6 show that this is in general not the case. Even though
for the S.E100/S.OST.E100, the costs are very close (around 1.7Mio.), for the other
cases the differences become more pronounced: the UPPAAL schedules generate
60%, in the WU31 case even only 36% of the costs of the corresponding OST
schedules.
Our explanation for that is that the schedules generated with UPPAAL CORA
do resolve resource conflicts by letting orders start earlier (if scf <dcf ), or later
(if scf >dcf ). Thus, the effect is that the probability to complete the order on the
expensive side of the cost function is reduced. Consequently, the step of producing
refined OST with UPPAAL CORA is indeed necessary to reduce the mean total costs
further.
5.6 Robustness of the OST approach
The results of the previous section indicate that our approach to use OST sched-
ules to reduce the mean total costs of a batch of orders is indeed a promising one.
In this section we show that even if we make inaccurate assumptions on the fail-
ure distributions, and thus work with inaccurate OSTs to generate schedules, in
all cases the costs are not higher than for the EPT approach, and in most cases
significantly better. In order to find out how stable our approach is, we have sim-
E100 E31 WU100 WU31
S.EPT 5.907.007 3.340.511 3.800.883 2.530.444
S.E100 1.683.969 1.105.239 1.139.555 1.079.691
S.E31 2.232.010 855.446 986.859 702.696
S.WU100 3.047.240 1.070.889 1.313.474 684.322
S.WU31 3.842.751 1.416.179 1.769.831 785.304
Table 7 Average mean total costs for all OST schedule with all scenarios
ulated all S.E/S.WU schedules also with the parameters for which the schedules
where not generated for. We would expect that the simulations with the “proper”
parameters should always give lower costs than the others. This is however not
always the case. In Table 7, we see the averages for all combinations of schedule
classes and failure scenarios. For comparison, we have also repeated the values
for the S.EPT schedules from Table 6. Also the values set in boldface come from
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the same Table. For the case of scenario E100 we see that the schedules in class
S.E100 produce minimal cost: the non-diagonal values in the respective column
are all much higher. The same holds still for the case E31: the schedules of class
S.E31 are the lowest in the column.
The situation is different for the WU scenarios. In both cases, the correspond-
ing S.WU schedules do not yield the lowest cost. In case of WU100 it would be
better to use a schedule from the S.E31 class. In case of WU31, it would be better
to use one from S.WU100.
The cause of this phenomenon is subject to further research. Nevertheless,
even though wrong assumptions on distributions might give not the best results,
a comparison with the S.EPT results shows that our OST approach produces still
substantially better results.
6 Conclusions
In this article, we present an alternative to the EPT approach to generate schedules
that take the possible failures of resources into account. The pivotal elements of our
approach are the so-called optimal start times of orders. These OSTs are estimated
by means of simulation and straightforwardmathematical derivations. They reflect
release times of orders for which the expected cost incurred by the orders are
minimal. We use the OSTs as input to our schedule synthesizer, the model-checker
UPPAAL CORA.
We assess the properties of all generated schedules by means of stochastic
simulation. The simulation models, described in the modeling language MODEST,
are simulated with MO¨BIUS. The simulation models comprise resources prone to
failure, the recipes, and the schedule in question.We have considered four different
cases of failure behaviour for the estimation of OSTs, generation of schedules and
the simulation of schedules.
The simulation results show that the schedules that we have derived with the
OST approach are in all four considered scenarios substantially cheaper than the
schedules derived with the EPT approach. Our approach is robust in the sense that,
even if assumptions on the failure behaviour of resources are inaccurate, the OST
schedules still incur lower costs then their EPT counterparts.
Our main conclusion is using optimal starting times for the generation of
schedules to be a favourable alternative to the EPT approach.
However, it is also clear that our approach could be improved by more fine tun-
ing. Relevant questions are what the right assumptions for derivation of the OSTs
are, e. g., what the best estimates for distribution of resource failure are, and what
the best assumptions on the background load of a system. Then, taking OSTs as a
basis for derivation of schedules, the question is what is a schedule that approxi-
mates the OSTs best. We suggested a cost function with an obvious intuition, but
possibly there are better strategies. Another direction could be to be more explicit
over the load in a system. There are moments with low load, and others where
the load is high. Our OSTs are all based on high load, for moments with low load
they are too pessimistic. We could calculate different OSTs for different loads and
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apply the best fitting OST during scheduling when it is clear howmany concurrent
orders have to be processed in the close future.
Also, the scheduling strategy we followed in both schedule synthesis and simu-
lation is greedy, and when there are several tasks waiting for a resource, one task is
chosen nondeterministically that gets the resource. Possibly other strategies, such
as activeness (non-laziness), non-overtaking, or waiting-queues could give better
results.
The tools we used, UPPAAL CORA and MO¨BIUS have the necessary modelling
and processing capabilities that are needed for the demonstration of our approach.
However, these tools do not yet have industrial strength. Modelling effort that, in
principle, can be automated was done by hand here, which is a time-consuming
process. For an industrial application, modelling should be mechanized and per-
formed with tool-support. Nevertheless, UPPAAL CORA and M O¨BIUS are under
continuous improvement, aiming at industrial applicability.
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